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A child’s sens of wonder
Luca Solari lives in Lausanne.
The son of a Peruvian diplomat
and an Italian sculptress, he
came to Schiermonnikoog by
chance in 2009. He sees the
island completely differently
to us. He compares it to a ship
and sees the islanders as the
crew. In his portraits we see
the furrowed faces of former
captains. The salty air has
burnished their skin, their
weather-beaten faces tell tales
of the sea.
That is how Luca Solari
has portrayed them. A
romantic view? No, simply
powerful and imposing. Luca
Solari is not a professional
photographer. His photos, in
particular those on his website,
show a child’s sense of wonder.
They consist of breath taking
black and white compositions,
which play with shadows and
light on the tarmac, walls and
street corners.

steady hand, Luca Solari shows
exceptional mastery of his craft.
So we look over his shoulder
and through his eyes at a dune
ridge against a dark sky. It
is not just sand holding the
dune grass in place, it is fresh
shimmering snow. Snow flakes
on grains of sand.
Luca Solari took the photo on a
wintry Schiermonnikoog. The
light and wondrous covering
that appears to be sand, and
is in part, creates a mysterious
atmosphere.
They reveal a striking
timelessness. They show the
recurring seasons as they
unfold over Schiermonnikoog
in dramatic black and
white contrasts. You seem to
be viewing a rich photographic
history of the early 1900s, when
it was amateur photographers
in particular who rediscovered

the world and surprised us
with their view of it.
It is with wonder that Solari
sees his fellow men and lets
them become part of his
photographic tale, as they
shuffle onwards in time or
leap over a shadow or a spot of
light. With an open mind and a

On one of his Schiermonnikoog
photos, we’re on Langestreek,
pitch dark and flanked by
dark black trees. On the left,
a church looms in the misty
darkness. It is a scene from the
Last Judgement.
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